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Fr. Scott Ness, O.S.A.
Fr. Scott C. Ness, O.S.A. came back to Merrimack College in August
of 1996. We can say that he came "back" to Merrimack because he is a
graduated member of the class of 1984. Fr. Scott grew up in Methuen,
MA and has one twin brother and two older brothers. When Fr. Scott re-
turned to Merrimack in 1996 he started to work in the Campus Ministry
Center and worked in directing Merrimaction projects as well as liturgies
and music on campus. Fr. Scott's musical talents helped to enhance an
already spirit filled group of students who worship here at Merrimack.
In 1999, Fr. Scott changed his office and was able to put another one
of his gifts to use.... His gift of relating to people of various cultures. This
past year, under Fr. Scott's direction, the Study Abroad program has blos-
somed into a very popular option of study Fr. Scott directs the Study
Abroad program through the Academic Support Service office and also
works with, gives academic advisement to, and shows a real sense of care
and concern for our international students on campus.
Fr. Scott has been advisor of the Merrimack College Concert Choir,
and the Commuter Council. He has advised M.O.R.E. retreats and Alter-
native Spring Break Missions. He has been seen at On- Stagers rehearsals
and performances playing the piano. He has shared his musical talent at
receptions on and of campus, at liturgies in the Collegiate Church of
Christ the Teacher, and every once in a while the third floor of Gildea Hall
still echoes with the sound of music coming from the Campus Ministry
Lounge.
Fr. Scott is a very dedicated member of the Order of St. Augustine
and of Merrimack College. He always makes time to say hello in any
way that he can. The countless hours that he shares with this college
community do not go unnoticed and this dedication is a small token of
appreciation for all that he has done and will continue to do for the fam-
ily that we call Merrimack. We are VERY glad that he came back!
Fr. Joseph L. Farrell, O.S.A.
M
Eft
The Seal of Merrimack College
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The Story of The Seal of Merrimack College
It's heraldry deeply symbolic...
Waving line of blue and gold, representing the Merrimack
River, Merru-asquam-ack, the place of swift water...our
college has already made tremendous strides in becoming
a veritable fountainhead of Christian culture and advance-
ment for all those entering its stream of activities.
"A trimount of the field charged with a cross fleurette," a
part or the coat of arms of Archbishop Cushing, under
whose patronage the College was established, represent-
ing trimount, the original appellation of Boston.
A child's voice saying "tolle lege, tolle lege" (take up and
read, take up and read) led to the conversion of St. August-
ine and the dedication of his life to Christ.
"Per scientiam ad sapientiam," (through knowlege to wis-
dom,) the ultimate purpose of Merrimack College...only
through the valid combination of intellectual and spiritual
knowledge of God and the world can we attain the full-
ness of wisdom. College colors, blue for the fidelity of the
Mother of God, and Gold for the wisdom of the true
Church form the chromatic basis of the seal of Merrimack
College, devoted to Mary under the title of Our Mother of
Good Counsel, and under her protection.
MerrimackCOLLEGE
North Andover, Massachusetts 01845, 978-837-5000
Dear Members of the Merrimack Class of 2000:
Congratulations to the first Merrimack College graduating class of the new millennium. I
hope as you turn the pages of this yearbook, that you remember your time here at Merrimack
as a time of academic challenge, personal growth, and spiritual enrichment.
The new millennium is a time to celebrate the past and look ahead to the future. As a college
we have much to celebrate — our history is rich with Augustinian tradtion and our future
looks promising and bright. With new academic initiatives and a changing landscape, we
have much to look forward to in the coming years. As a community, we celebrate the many
students like yourselves who have left a "footprint" on this campus, making Merriamck a
better place for those that follow. And your futures know no boundaries.
I thank you all for your contribution to Merrimack. Whether it was through your involvemnt
in various student activities and organizations, the lifelong friendships you developed, or the
professors whose lives you touched, you have made a difference to this institution. At our
50th Commencement, we bid you best wishes and farewell. But we also welcome you as our
newest Alumni. We hope that your relationship with Merrimack is one that will last you a
lifetime.
As life's journey takes you to places near and far, keep Merrimack's Augustinian spirit close
to your heart. It will guide you along your chosen path and help you live a truly meaningful





A Small part of Merrimack with
This year, as everyone celebrates the millenium and the college celebrates the 50th
graduating class, the staff of The Merrimackan Yearbook celebrates the 50th volume of the
yearbook. The Merrimackan Yearbook was established in the spring of 1950 by Fr. Albert
Shannon, O.S. A., when he brought together a group of students to design what would be-
come the first yearbook of Merrimack College. The first yearbook was published in 1951 as a
tribute of the first graduating class. The staff of the 1951 Merrimackan would set the stan-
dards for all subsequent yearbook staffs that follow. It was those individuals who created
The Merrimackan, but it would be the students following them who kept it going through
good times and bad. While the times have changed and we have watched advisors, editors
and staff come and go, each leaving his/her mark on The Merrimackan. Our commitment to
bringing you a yearbook that commemorates the years events into one book for the entire
Merrimack community to enjoy has remained the same and will continue to remain the same
into the next millenium.
Fr. Albert Shannon O.S.A. (Pictured
here in 1953).
In the spring of 1950 Fr. Shannon
called together a group of students to
establish what would be the first
yearbook of Merrimack College. The
result would be a yearbook called The
Merrimackan that was a compilation
of the first four years of Merrimack.
Fr. Shannon remained advisor of The
Merrimackan from 1950 up until 1958.
David Walsh, The Editor-In-Chief of the
Merrimackan in 1951. It was through his guid-
ance and leadership that the pictures and ar-
ticles came together into one book.
A Big History.
The 1951 Merrimackan Yearbook
staff. It was these individuals who
set the standards that all other staffs
would follow and who started a
tradition that has endured for half a
century.
This cover was used on the first yearbook in 1951
and remained the cover of The Merrimackan though
1966. This change came about when the college
switched from Cooke Publishing Company to Will-
iam Keller, Inc. The change in the cover was one of
many changes made that year due to a new publish-
ing company.
9
A Look into the early days of
Rita Reidy was the first female Editor-In-Chief of the
Merrimackan Yearbook in 1957. Due to the college being
founded as an all male commuter school and remaining all
males up until 1950, many of the first Editors were males
with the exception of two co-editorships that came before
Rita.
In the early days of the Merrimackan, the staff would set
aside entire sections to highlight the religious events that
would occure on campus. This was a reminder to the cam-
pus community never to forget the Augustinian heritage
under which the collge was founded.
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The Merrimackan
The first color photos appeared in the 1967 Merimackan. The photo shown here
appeared on the first page of the yearbook. This may have been to to the change of
publishers that took place in 1967 which also brought about the change of the tradi-
tional cover of the early days.
From the Past and into the Future they have given us
direction.
The Editors-In-Chief of The Merrimackan
1951 David F. Walsh 1977 Donna J. Elovetsky
(
Zadorian)
1952 James Berthel 1978 Marie H. Doyle
1953 Ernest J. Savoie 1979 Mary Pat McDonald
1954 Albert Brenner 1980 Colleen McSheey & Anne Polizzotti
1955 James Mulligan 1981 Diane Raye (Scamporino)
1956 John R. Breen 1982 Deborah Disanzo
1957 Rita Reidy 1983 Joan Fasanell
1958 William Maloney 1984 Dave Farrell
1959 Patricia McNulty 1985 Carol J. Lacanfora
& Roy Faria & Mary E. Deluca
1960 Mary Flynn (Wilson)
& Lawrence Griffin 1986 Carol J. Lacanfora
1961 Rosemary K. Twomey
& John D. Murrary 1987 Luanne Cuccaro
1962 James Banks 1988 Elizabeth A. Powers
1963 John Perreault 1989 Roberta E. Martin
1964 Michael J. Twomey 1990 Robert Simpson
1965 Micheal Kavanagh 1991 Robert L. Simpson
1966 Richard Noonan 1992 Heather Fleming
1967 John F. Hendick 1993 Eric Brown
1968 Jeffery DeMarie 1994 Ken Farmer
1969 Stephen P. McKittrick 1995 Stephen Zerfas
1970 Michael J. Landers 1996 Kimberley Costanzo
& Philip D’Agati
1971 Paul Bousquet 1997 Kimberley Costanzo
& Philip D’Agati
1972 Daniel White 1998 Kimberley Costanzo
& Philip D’Agati
1973 Linda A. Welteroth 1999 Kimberley Costanzo
& Philip D’Agati
1974 Richard D, St Onge Jr. 2000 Cindy M. Truesdale
1975 Susan Magro Marchewka » 4! .•
1976 John Stephen Cronin
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The Roger's Center for the Arts
Outside View of The Rogers Center
Marilyn Monroe takes time to pose
for a photo with Michael Burns
Inside View of The Rogers Center Auditorium taken from the Control Room
Painting from the Art Gallery in
the Roger's Center
The Webster Green Room
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Open House October 22, 1999
Peter Waldron shows off the controls to the lighting, music, etc.
Enjoying The Paintings in the Art Gallery
The lobby was set up with a display of refreshments
for all to enjoy Jessica Burgess gave tours ot the new dressing rooms
15
A band was on hand to play music for all to enjoy Another painting that hangs in the art
gallery
Members of the On-Stagers pose for a photo in the dressing
rooms.
President Santagati takes time out to chat with students.
faim
Merrimack's Rockett's. From 1-r Patty Riopella, Dr. Jo-Ann Sipple,
Patricia Sendall, Barbara Kannedy, Susan Pariseau, Sarah Kidd, James
Stewart, Diane Aprile-Wass, and Elain Grelle.
Musician Plays Music at the open house for The
Roger's Center for The Arts
Diane Aprile-Wass and Sara Kidd take the time out
af the festivities to pose with Elvis





Presidant Sanagati Talks with Professor John Koziell and and Dr.
Aubrey Thomas
Kay De Burro, Linda Murphy, and Sharon Brousssard take time to talk
with some of the visitors 17
O'Reilly Hall Renovations
When The Business Administration stu-
dents came back from the summer off they
found several changes had been made to
their building. Over the Summer of 1999
they had converted some of the classrooms
into what is known as smart classrooms,
moved the computer lab from the fourth
floor to the third floor and also made it
more ergonomically correct, not to mention
the major change made on the fourth floor.
They had completely renovated the fourth
floor to now include all of the faculty
offices, and a confrence room. Of all the
changes that had been made the most
exciting was the addition of the smart
classrooms. This new smart classroom
included a new projector, white board that
the computer could relay on to a new
screen, ability for video confrencing, and
even a computer to allow students to make
their presentations with. But there was one
more change, they were now considerd The
School of Business and International
Commerce, and no longer the Business
Administration Division.
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Not pictured: Mora 'a Walsh, Associate Profes-
sor
[ey Thortias, Janine LeBlanc-Straceski.
Stano, and Mark Birnbauni.
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Not pictured: Leanne Miller, Assistant Professor
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Department of Civil Engineering
Anthony Deiuzio
























Not pictured: Evangelos Charos,
Professor; Elaine Donovan, Asso-




















Not pictured; Charles Aaronson, ' Assistant Professor;'
Jac.R Adams.; Assistant Pjofessor; 0; Sarouel Bitter, As-
sistant Prdfessor/Chair; Craig Christensen,
.
Assisfdfit















































Not Pictured: Peter Ford, Professor; Clorisse
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Not Pictured: David Kapelner, 'Associate






























Not Pictured: Jeffrey ^







Department of Modern Languages
Not Pictured; Nina Cannizzaro,















Associate Professor & Dean of
Liberal Arts
Not Pictured: Rose-Mary Sargent,


































Pictured L-R: Mary Ann McHugh, He Li, Marguerite Kane, Bussed Mayer, Hari

























Department of Religious St
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Thank You for 45 Years of Service
N
Professor Bud Keohan,
Professor of English since 1 955.
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Thank You for 30 Years of Service
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-Interim Vice President oRAcademiq AffatrF
sistant, Jd-Ann
.Bottom Photo: Front Row (L-R): Richard Heanej*ey'3'15irectof. Carole SoltolOW-'
ski - Director of Math Resource Ceatt&'ftfcehael.'Rossi - Director of Writing
Center Back Rovy (L-R}: Panhela Najqriah -t'DTrector of Study Center, Georgi-


















Photo Top Left: Back Row (L-R): Debra Simone - Accounts Payable Clerk,
Rusty Meadows - Senior Accountant Front Row (L-R): Kathleen Goodwin -
Accounts Payable Supervisor, Donna Couture - Controller
American
Hammemi
»ee*or- ot Activities, Diane Batemgn, Marjorie Van Vort - Academic
ructor, Jennifer Duclos - Director of. Curriculum, Joe ianossl -pirec'tor
Front .Row (L-R); Grettchyn Gallage^
Counselor BacJ< Row (t-RJ; ScOttTaft -
v Jr * • WT-
Austin Halh
Reception Desk







(L-R): Diane Baker, Maria Rabito
(t-'RJrjSarO Kidd - Bursar,
Receipts Manager






Front Row L-R: Fr. Joseph- Farrell, O.S.A.;
Director of -Campus' MinlstryrDari whitQ-
Pulizzi; Campus Minister, Fr, Jim Wenzel,
O.S.A; Campus Minister. .Back Row-l-Rf
Fr.. Joseph ’Gillian'; p’S.A;-Can}pus Minis-
ter,. Charline Henfyr Secretary— ‘
if*. ,^-V‘ ir. * •*' - /'* /-• * '
V/J -W
i- -tA' : . . . ;<»* , * - ,
r~
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Front Row L-R: Jim Greeley: Director of Career
Services and Cooperative Education, Gail Doyle:
Assistant Director of Career Services, and Coop-
'
erative Education, Jean Reynolds: Secretary,
Alane Deluca: Corporate Liaison/Career Coun-
selor. Back Row: Norma Hertzlinger, .Corporate Li-
aison/Career Counselor: Carol Leibovitz, Secre-
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L-R: Thomas Dukes. Dean of Business Admini-
stration; Anita Mazzaglia. Secretary to the
Dean.
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Dr. Kathleen Swallow, Dean ot Science and
Engineering; Susan Brien, Assistant to the
Dean,
- • LjPPJean Elliott; Executive Secretary; Dr
* -J^wthur Ledoux, Dean of Liberal Arts.
Finaocial Aid
iy King, Associate Director,- Linda Cimmino; Loan Officer,pRCCPnsfine Mordach, Director;
Judy Dineen: Administrative Assistani
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Fiscal Affairs
L-R: Patricia Gannon Simard -Vice President of. Fiscal




Front Row L-R: Debbie Marcutta. Adminis-
trative Assistant. Dr. Gerald Dugal, Director
of Hammel Health; Nancy Barry, R.N., Su-
pervision of Nursing Services. Back Row L-R;
Rosemarie Holland. R.N; Jan Adams, R.N.;
Sharon Broussard, Staff Counselor.
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Human Resources
l-R:&tary Singleton, Assistant Director; Bernard Smith, Jr., Di-
rector, of Human Resources.
Front Row L-R: Christine Bouchard; Rand Hall, Manager
of Systems and Networking. Back Row: Elizabeth -Cole:









L-R: Jocelyne Fauerbach, Publications Specialist; Kathy Beal, Di-





Front Row L-B: Kevin Saiemme; Director of Media Services; Brian Cortemanche: Head of Cir-
culation, Bob O'Brien; Operations Manager. Back Row L-R: Helen Hanigan, Reference Librarian;
Valerie Robison, Collection Development Librarian; Janet Graham, Copy Cataloger; Lori Salterl,
public Services Librarian,
L-Rr Shirley Starr; Dawn Fraser.
J-^M'r-y-'. . !-<:. r--A . v'f • '?
Fiiinr row 1-r David Grosso. JorT'Murtay. Mark Bajot, BiJty Artiitt,
Liryda 'Simoneffi, Cookie MaggiO. and M]^ lutmel. Second row
J-r Rick Perry, Dennis laVallie, Mark Mayer,’ Randy Sideman, and
John Morrissey. Third row f-r Paul Valcouri, Brad Villettj^




L-R: JoAnne Oris, Administrative Assistant; David Breen, Vice
President for Planning and Administration.
Post Office
L-R: Paul Dearborn, ^Postmaster; Brendan Bartlet; Martha Lawton, Postal Assistant;. Jeffery Guerra, Postal
Clerk.
L-R: President Richard Santagati; Linda Murphy, Assistant to the President; Mary Ann Morin, Executive As-
sistant; Nancy Callahan-Strondch, Administrative Assistant.
A
ig,'6ttsef Prinlej^pren Pope; Manager.
Public
Fr6nf fjpw L-R: Maureen Cavan<
retaiy; Kelly Anderson, P.ifalftSiof
Richard Cain. Chief of Publi^6<
Row L-R: Michael RiQKtar^Tef




. Top Jeff photo. l-Rr Patricia Colos, Di-
" - rgptor: Kathleen Kororjj^ . . ..
s Office
Top right photo: L-R: Bare/ SmitfT
DkectorV Ni^.csle Costello, Purchasing
Assistant. V <
L-R! Cherline Polynice, AsS
Elaine- Grell, TransferCoordii
Registrar: Jylel] to, Carol^^ldooh, Assistant Registrar:
67
Resident Life
Front Row L^R:' Melissa Murtagh, Resident Director okDeegan Hall. Assistant Director of Resident Life; Debra At-
lispn. Resident Directo^pf -Monicarr, tlsa Faraize, Resident Director of Towhhouses ond Apartments. Back Row I-
rident Director of Ash Center; Elaine -Grant, Director of Res-R: kath, St. Hilaire, Office Manager Angela Cairo!
Idem Life - ^ . r*mrt*
dexho-Marriott Food
Front row l-r; Jennifer Peterson, Rosaura Hernandes, Dot Sholds, John Bishop, Steven Wilmot, Lourdes Gabriel,
and Cathy McCarthy. Second Row l-r: Maria- Santiago. Cindy Oulette, Peter Misserville, Wendy Salazar. Juan
Villa, Danny Salazar, Ramon Gabriel. Cindy Bumford, Henery Villa, Kamal Boutlane, Anita Mesiti.
Sports Information Stevens Service
Learning Center
Lpny Napolitano, Director of Sporfs' Information, l-R: Susan Bro
Stevens Servicr
Administrative Assistant; Mary Ann tstcHCrgh, Director of
sarning Center. -
ent Activities
L-R: Kathy Sti Direct^gf Student Activities and Campus Center.M3nager;-DI<
Student Life Office
L-R: Bruce ffoter vice President of Student ijjfe; Saridra llndiey, Administrative Assistant; Maryellen Colliton, As-
sociate Clean of Student Development
k.';' '•? . /..."a. .'tSF*’' t i A . v . ’ " . . ‘ '"-VS' ' r.
Office



















Angelo A Amico III
Political Science
History











































































































































Robert V. Chalmers Jr.
Management
Finance












































































































































































































Christine L. Hickey Roseann Hoffman Laura A. Hogan

























Amy JaNung Jaimie B. Jarvis Lisa G. Jensen




















































































































































































































































































John J. Salmon Tsoleen A. Sarin
Political Science History





































Robin L. Stec Ryan P. Stevens Michael C. Stewart James M. Stoyak




















































Susan E. Vietor Justine L. Vito James R. Walker Jared Wall








































































































































































































new journey in life







We are so proud of how hard you
have worked. May your future be filled
with good luck and happiness. You deserv






Congratulations and best wishes in all your
future endeavors. It may have seemed like
a long haul to you, but Allendale seems like
yesterday to me! We're proud of you and
love you.
















proud of you. May
health, happiness





Jen, Michael & Lisa
JoAnn Bazarian
JoAnn,
Congratulations! You did it! We're
proud of your achievements and the persor








proud we are of
you in graduating
from Merrimack.
May you find all
the happiness, love,
and joy in life that












come! We are so
very proud of you
and your determi-
nation. May you
find all the happi-






I am so very proLid of you, I know
you will succeed in all your endeavors no








Carrie, Chris, Rich & Joanne
Candice J. Bizzozero
To My Darling Baby
Girl,
You should




and made your way
from School St.
through Merrimack. I
have been proud of
you and loved you
every step of the way.
You have always






You have been our pride and joy since
the day you were born. You are a beautiful,
intelligent and compassionate young
woman. We are so proud of you. Wishing






continue to make us
proud! Follow
your dreams and be
happy in whatever






Ideals are like stars: you will not suc-
ceed in touching them with your hands. Bu
like the seafaring man on the desert of wa-
ters, you choose them as your guides and
following them you will reach your destiny.
Love,
Casey
CB, KH, KK, KB, KY
Dear CB, KH, KK, KB, KY,
"Work like you don't need the money.
Love like you've never been hurt.
Dance like nobody's watching."






Time passes, people change & grow.
You have grown into a wonderful young
woman. Your family is very proud of your
accomplishments. May you continue to
grow and change and all your dreams come
true.
Love,






deserve all that is

















What a great journey you have been
:raveling - We are very proud of you for all




Vlom, Laurie, and Michael XXXOOO
Brian Boyle
Even at 3 months
old he loved his









You've done your best of this I know.
7our years have helped you shine and grow,
tour goals you met, then new ones set. Love






plished the goals that were
set for you and surpassed
each obstacle along the
way. As I watch you
proceed to the finish line I
couldn't be prouder to have
shared this experience. As
you reach the final phase of
your undergraduate work 1
congratulate you and say -
job well done and wish you




Jessica K. Burgess Amy Byron
Dear Jessica,
We are all
so proud of you.









you could do it.
We are so proud o
you. Good luck.








come a long way
since kindergarten
graduation! Good
luck in all your
future plans.













Joseph Carroll Christine Caetano
Joseph,
We love
you and are ex-
tremely proud of












for 22 years. Again
j
you have given us




up, be true to yourst
and above all else -
Keep smiling!
Remember: nobody







Congratulations on your graduation.
Ne are very proud of your achievement,
fou are a wonderful son.
-ove,
vlom, Dad, and Vanessa
Bobby Cholmers
We are so
very proud of you.
We love you and







Congratulations...we are so, so proud
:>f you. May all your dreams come true and
[ wish you happiness.
With Love,
Vlom and Dad Cuccia
Cheri Colantuoni
We are so














high as I can reach
can I grow...
Only as
much as I can











Love you and we're
very' proud of you.
Mom, Dad, Nonna,
and Family
Andrew DenoncourJason L. Dell'Olio
Even back












Congratulations on your graduation.
You finally made it! We are so proud of yo
All our love.
Mom, Dad, Shawn, and Kristen
Hummie and Chair (Meow!) too
Jennifer N. Deshaies Stacy Diamandis
We are very
proud of you. Best
of luck in whatever































Dad, Mom, Pam, Christine, and Steve
Michael J. Doherty
Michael,
May your journey be long, full of






tions on the real
grand slam!! Let
you determination



















And to all the wonderful Merrimack
friends.
We love you always and may all your
dreams come true.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Frank, and Louie "The Dog"
Edward N. (Ned) Dunleavy
Our Prayer, like the poet's for you:
"...that you may not disappoint yourself,
that in your actions you may soar as high as
you can now discern with this clear eye."
With all our love.
Mom, Dad and Kate
Karen Felski
Dear Karen,
Congratulations! You did it! We are
so proud of you and all you have accom-
plished. Aim high and you can achieve
anything. The world is yours.
We love you.
Mom, Dad, Matt and Pup-Pup
Meredith L. Fennelly Jocelyn Finos
Way to go Missy!




















We are all very proud of you. Your
next journey will bring you to California but
no matter where you go you will succeed
because you're Amy! We love you very
much.




You have worked so hard and accom-
plished so much in these past 4 years. We
are so proud of you! You have what it takes























others wake up and
work hard at it."








We have watched you
grow into a beautiful
young woman you




be yours - forever
hold on to your
dreams, aim high for
the stars, and never
lose sight of the
"son." We are so
very proud of you,
God bless you,






goals may the wind






you were born the
world became a
better place. You
are a friend to
everyone you meet.
Never lose site of
your dreams.
Dreams really do








life are not to break
you but to make
you.
Congratulations






We are so proud of
you. We wish you
good health and to







You have always been and will alway





Your infectious energy and
enthusiasm has given us a lifetime of
memories...you are a joy to know.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Garrett and Michael
Timothy Knittle and Martha Rossi
Heather Keczkemethy
No words can express how proud we
are of all you have accomplished. You have
worked extremely hard and we know, what-
ever road you choose you will be very suc-
cessful. With all our love.
Mom, Dad and Karen
Jaclyn Jordan
Jaclyn we know how diligently you
have worked to accomplish this goal -
Graduation - we are very proud of you.
Love you very much.
Mom, Dad, Heather and Casper
We rejoice with you in your gradua-
tion and in your upcoming marriage. May
God bless you beyond what you ask or can
imagine, as you live your knew life together.
Our love and prayer always.
Mom and Dad K.
Lara Denyse Kosar
We hope
that God will bless
you with a wonder
ful life. You have
been a source of







to let you know
how proud I am of
you and how much
I love you.
Good luck

















Shalya Lannan and Harry Dumont
Shayla and Harry


















"The future belongs to those who
relieve in the beauty of their dreams." (E.
Roosevelt) Martha, may you always believe
tnd teach your students to believe.





proud of you and
we would like to
wish you happiness
and success in your
future. We knew































Rita C. Maus Jennifer Lynne McCole
Rita,
We are all
so proud of you.
Keep reaching for













never passed up a
good challenge.
You've always




























Cheryl Monihan Katie Mooney
Congratulations Cheryl!
We are so proud of you. We hope this
is just the beginning of a lifetime full of
great success and happiness.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Kerri (Sissy)
Dear Katie,
Your ability
to soul search and
love for others has
led you to a psy-
chology degree.
Use it well. We are





We are so proud of you! You have
been a constant source of joy and love to us
since the day you were born. You are so






proud of you. We





























on life has always
delighted us.
We are very
proud of you and
wish you the best!
Love,
Mom and Dad



























run for the roses
and have joined in
the dance. We are





We are proud of you John B. Porter. We
have no doubt you will succeed in the fu-
ture. Congratulations and be happy.
With all our love.








proud of what you
have accomplished,
but much more by


















Katherine A. Profis Colleen E. Reddington






grown to a beauti-
ful young woman.
I love you very
much and many






to you on your
special day! We are







Tsoleen Anoush Sarian Brenda Scheer
Yasmin L. Reid
Growing up in different worlds
Brought us closer
Who would have known
Separated by four years
We often sided as one
Despite our differences
I often confided in you
My life, a secret to others
You, Know me
At a young age




I choose a different road
My Life is mine
But you made me who I am
I thank you
Now, your life is yours to live
Twenty-one and free
From the confinements of standard
society
You will choose to succeed












Sister - True Friend.















very proud of our
beautiful daughter.
We love you and
will always be there









We applaud your accomplishments
from elementary to college. Perfect atten-
dance for 13 years. You've made us proud
not only as parents but for being a super
brother.
Our love and best wishes for a lifetime
of happiness and success.













































May your future be bright and may
all your dreams come true. We are so very
proud of all that you have accomplished.
Your time has come. Enjoy it all.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Amy



















Meghan Tewey Tara C. Thornton
To Meghan Tewey -
the most beautiful







We are so very
proud of you.
































We are very proud of you. You have Wishing you your endeavors in life be
worked very hard these past four years. as successful as your accomplishments at
! The whole family celebrates the many ac-
j
complishments that you have achieved
Merrimack.
during your collegiate career. With proud love.
Dad and Barb,
Love, Grampa and Grammy,
Mom, Dad, Jude, and the whole family Uncle Don and Aunt Joan,




We hope you are as proud of yourself
as we are of you. We wish you as much joy
as you have given us.




You did it! You
had a dream and you
went after it! These years
at Merrimack with all it's
smiles and tears, all it's
struggles and realizations,
has helped shape the
outstanding person you
are. We couldn't be
prouder! Our love is with
you always as you
continue on your way.
Love,
Mama, Dad and Erin
Nathaniel Ward
Dear Nathaniel
Your mother, brother, and I are pleased that
you were able to follow in your dad's footsteps as
a graduate of Merrimack College.
The world and it's challenges were different
when I, as a wwll veteran attended Merrimack,
you will experience new things and hopefully help
the world to be a better place.
Philip H. Ward,
Class of '51














We are so proud of you and all your accom-
plishments through the past four years at
Merrimack College. May you have continued
success in the years to come in your life and in the
business world.
Congratulations on your graduation from
Merrimack College Class of 2000!!
Love,
I
Mom, Dad, Lauren, and Penny
Nicholas C. Zakas
Dear Nicholas,
Congratulations! You did it! You
overcame some tough obstacles, and you
truly earned your degree with your hard
work, determination, and dedication. We
love you very much and are so proud of
you!
























































William J. Murray, O.S.A. Medal
Allen J.Ash Senior Service Award
Joseph P. Daley Award
Student Personnel Award
David A. Rafferty III Memorial Award
William K. Cornell, O.S.A. Award
Brian S. Lowery, O.S.A. Award
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i Education ~ Vtt
l Lisa A. Buck w
Merrimack Medal f
ed to the student for outstanding servicelto
Merrimack College Community
Thomas J. O'Grady 111 ft
Margaret J. Lamond Medal




















>ove: Students enjoy the festivities of the day! Below: Two students prepare to engage in Above: Two students pose with another friend. Below: Mem-
ittle. bers of TKE show their awards!
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Stagecoaches offer public passenger service,
and covering 15 miles a day is considered a
good speed. The coaches travel in stages,
changing horses at each stop. As a result, the
stagecoach line is born.
Thinking he has
pioneered a westward
route to the spice-rich
East Indies, Christopher
Columbus lands in the
Bahamas. At the time of
first European contact,
about 90 million Native
Americans live in North
and South America.
Granger Collection
Spanish explorer Hernando Cortes
introduces horses from Spain into the New
World, changing transportation and culture
for Native Americans. Cortes carries out a
harsh conquest of Montezuma and the Aztecs.
Pilgrimages to religious sites are seen as
acts of faith. Roads and towns develop along
the pilgrim routes, expanding trade and
communication in Europe. Beginning in
1096, Crusades to the distant Holy Land








Mercator creates First Conestoga Vulcanized
his world map. wagons are built. is invented.
Traoscoolioeoial
railroad spans US.
Gondolas lirsl London Bridge Portuguese Mayflower lands 1 Lewis and Clark Practical Public rides
appear in Venice. is built explorers start al Plymouth Rock. 1 explore American West. internal cnmbustion lirsl escalatur.
© G ^ (J) slave trade. ^ 2) (2) C ) engine appears.
Pirates terrorize
the seas between
1690 and 1730. One of the
most notorious pirates is
Edward Teach, known as
“Blackbeard." The fictional
Captain Hook first appears
in the 1904 play “Peter
Pan" which inspires
books, musicals and films
throughout the century.
The first practical wheelchairs provide new
mobility for those unable to walk. Early
models of wheelchairs have three wheels
and hand cranks to propel the chair forward.
Birchbark canoes provide transportation for
many Native Americans. The canoes are made
with a light wood frame covered with pieces
of bark sewn together and made watertight
with melted pitch.
Jl During the Revolutionary War, a submarine is
used in battle for the first time. Built by American
David Bushnell, the one-person vessel is powered by a
hand-cranked propeller. TWentieth-century submarines







the silk balloon rises
to 6,000 feet. Later
that year, the first
passengers go
aloft—a rooster, a











London in 1863. By






first flight of Wilbur
and Orville Wright’s
Flyer lasts 12 seconds
and carries Orville
to a height of 10 feet
above the beach at
Kitty Hawk, N.C.
Henry Ford’s moving
assembly line makes cars
affordable to the masses.
Ford produces the first
Model Tin 1908. In 1964,
the sporty Ford Mustang
rolls out at $2,368 and
sets an all-time record
for first-year sales of a
new model.
Travel by rail revolutionizes land transportation.
British engineer Richard Trevithick invents the
first steam locomotive in 1804, but it is 1825
before railroads haul passengers.
American Stock/Archive Photos
Firsl drive-in gas Lindbergh Hies












solar system. explore Mars.
Cleveland, Ohio, Parking Jel airline 1 McDonald's NASA develops "Chunnel" links
pioneers meters appear passenger 1 starts drive space shuttle. ll.K. to France.






Titanic , thought to be
unsinkable, goes down
after hitting an iceberg in
the North Atlantic. Of the
more than 2,200 persons






Buzz Aldrin plant the
American flag 238,000
miles from Earth as an
estimated 600 million
people on Earth watch
on television.
First built in 1903, the Harley-Davidson
becomes America’s best-known motorcycle in
the 1950s. Raw power and a distinctive rumble
appeal to rebels of the 1950s and 1960s and
to business executives of the 1990s.
© 2000 PhotoDisc, Inc.
Freeways change the nature and pace of
travel in America. In 1956, President
Eisenhower authorizes construction of the
Interstate Highway System. By the 1990s,
this nationwide network includes more than
42,500 miles of highways.
Orbital construction of the International
Space Station (ISS) begins in 1998 when
space shuttle Endeavor crew members
connect the station’s first two sections.
ISS is to become the largest cooperative
space mission in history.
Photofest
Europe by storm.




down for use as a drink.
Natives of Mexico have
prized chocolate since
ancient times.
his servants to bring him his meat between
two pieces of bread. This way he can eat with
one hand while continuing to play cards with
the other. The term “sandwich” is born.
As the millennium begins, European peasant
food is plain and often scarce. Feasting on
meat is reserved for the wealthy. Table
utensils include only a knife; most people
just eat with their hands. Slabs of dense
bread, called trenchers, serve as plates.
Europe's first
coffeehouse
opens in England. By
1700, there are 2,000
coffeehouses in London
alone. Early coffeehouses
are important places to
transact business. Lloyd's
Coffeehouse evolves into



















! World s first Forks first Boston Tea Parly Canned foods First commercial Pop lop cans Organic food
restaurant opens appear on tobies. 1 luels rebellion I appear in stores. pizzeria opens. are created. sales soar.
||
in China. <£> Iffrl if% €
Brown Brothers
Domestic ice chests provide early refrigeration.
Blocks of ice are cut, delivered to homes and
sold for use in kitchen ice chests. It is the
early 1930s before reliable electric home




first to deliver milk
in glass bottles.









sold in boxes designed to




invention of early methods
for freezing food.
America's first large self-service supermarket
opens, followed by the invention of the grocery
shopping cart in 1937. During the Depression,
supermarkets become a significant part of the
food distribution network.
Choices expand in school lunch programs.
A growing number of public schools begin
featuring national fast-food outlets and soft









wooden blocks to print
playing cards, one of the
first uses of printing in
Europe. Playing cards
come to Europe from
the Middle East during
the Crusades.
j-. Golf is a
popular
sport in Scotland. In
1552, Saint Andrews
is a favorite place
for golfing. Mary,






sheep’s bladder as a ball. As the millennium
closes, millions of American youth play in
organized soccer leagues. In 1999, the U.S.
women’s soccer team wins the World Cup.
© 2000 PhotoDisc, Inc
© 2000 PhotoDisc, Inc.
Archery competition is a common pastime in
the Middle Ages. Archery skill is so important
that English kings ban football because it
takes men away from archery practice.
ml Europeans German Norway Introduces Ice hockey James Naismlth LEGO company Football Ians
invent checkers
”




opens in Denmark. enjny tirsl
and darts. stone ball. as sport. in Canada. Super Bowl.
Frencb enjoy Native Americans 1 Scottish blacksmith Coney Island Yo yo is Barbie is born.
early form play lacrosse.
|
invents pedal bicycle. installs lirsl introduced





organized sport at Hoboken,
NJ., when the New York Club
defeats the Knickerbocker
Baseball Club on June 19.
More than 100 years later,
Jackie Robinson breaks the
color barrier in major league
baseball in 1947.
Game shows become widely popular TV fare in
the 1950s. One of the top 10 shows of 1959, NBC’s
"The Price Is Right," still draws large audiences
in 1999 on CBS, where it is the longest-running














Athens, Greece, hosts the first modern
' Olympics. Winter Games are not held until
1924. At the 1998 Winter Olympics, American
figure skaters Tara Lipinski and Michelle Kwan
win the gold and silver medals respectively,
and China’s Lu Chen wins the bronze.
Parker Brothers introduces Monopoly, which
becomes one of the world’s most successful
board games. By the late 1990s, the popular








William Shakespeare’s “Romeo and Juliet”
is first performed. London's Globe Theater
opens in 1599, where many of his plays are
staged. By 1600, the great playwright pens
at least 20 plays.
Sign language is a means
of communication for some




a formal alphabet for
communication by the
hearing impaired.
Literacy is reserved for the clergy and a few
students. Monks and scribes laboriously
copy books by hand using goose-quill pens.
Books are such rare treasures that in some
libraries they are chained to the shelf.
© 2000 PhotoDisc. Inc.
Johann
Gutenberg
invents a way to mass-
produce the written
word. He devises the
first Western movable-
type system and a new
kind of printing press.
Gutenberg's inventions























publication, the Relation ,
printed in Germany. It is
1702 before the first daily
newspaper appears, The




One if by land, two if by sea. Lanterns signal
the advance of British troops, and Paul
Revere rides to warn American colonists
of the attack. His famous ride also signals













Instant long-distance communication is possible.
Samuel Morse invents the telegraph and a
dot-dash code to carry messages over a wire.




typewriter. To keep rapid
typists from jamming the
keys, Sholes designs the
keyboard so that
frequently combined
letters are located far apart.
This layout lasts into the
computer age.
Frenchman Nicephore Niepce creates the
first permanent photograph. His partner,
Louis Daguerre, carries Niepce’s work
further by inventing a process of capturing





By the end of the
millennium, missing







Austria introduces the first postcards. For
only pennies, postcards keep people in touch
before telephones are common. Calling cards,
commercial valentines and other printed
personal greetings are popular customs.
lnventor
Thomas Edison
patents a practical electric
light bulb. Electric lights





Guglielmo Marconi invents the radio,
providing a way for sound to travel long
distances without the use of wires. During
the 1920s and 1930s, radio is the primary







Mickey Mouse (ftk Bell Laos invents
first transistor.
A King delivers Vietnam War
"I Have a Dream" sparks protests.
U Berlin Wall falls.
t
Edison invents ITS. women Drive in theaters Russia TV carries MTV goes on air.
phonograph. wio rigOI lo vote. attract crowds. launches S0nit. President Kennedy's






“golden age” in the late
1930s and early 1940s. In 1939,
Gone With the Wind and
The Wizard of Oz premiere.
Citizen Kane follows in 1941,
and Casablanca in 1942. Studio
giants are MGM, Paramount,





the mass market, thus
paving the way for
desktop publishing.




Granger Collection C/B Production/Stock Market
Corbis M
Elvis Presley’s unique blend of
”
blues, country, rock and gospel draws adoring
fans and makes him "the King" of rock and roll.
In 1956, his debut album becomes the first in
history to sell a million copies.
Millions of people worldwide cruise the
Information Highway via the Internet, and
instantaneous e-mail communication
becomes common. As the millennium
ends, computer, TV, video and telephone
technologies begin to converge.
Television is invented in 1926, and regular
network TV broadcasts begin after World War
II. One of TV’s most popular shows is CBS’s
"1 Love Lucy,” premiering in 1951. Television
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cimnlo tunirc nnininato in
Toothbrush is invented. High heels are "Flappers'
1
simple tunics originate in llsly. T T popular lor men wear hohhed hair, " shoe rationing. Is popular.
aod leggings and women. short dresses.
Boltons appear Men and women Cosmelics Corsets and 1 Nylon stockings Hair gels long, "Retro"
as decoration, wear earrings. aod perfume bustles are first appear. skirls gel short. fashions mimic
not fasteners. come into fashion. essential attire. ^ earlier decades.
usaders
return from
the Middle East with
new ideas, including
that of the glass mirror.
Queen Elizabeth is the fashion trendsetter,
popularizing the wide skirt, jeweled wig, high
bald forehead, and decorative ruff around the
neck. She is rumored to have 3,000 dresses.
Medieval knights wear a short wool tunic
and a coat of chain mail. Gauntlets (heavy
leather gloves) and sword complete the
attire, which is so costly only wealthy men
can afford to be knights.
Men and women
wear elaborate
powdered wigs made of
human hair, horsehair and
goat hair. Because the
large wigs are heavy and
hot, some people shave
their heads and wear a







of world peace and love.
Hippies favor bell-bottom
jeans, granny dresses,
bare feet, long hair,
beads, headbands and
bright colors.
Medieval men's shoes have long,
pointed toes. Individuals of higher
social status are allowed to have longer
points on their shoes, some as long as 18 inches.
Moss stuffed into the toe maintains its shape.
A Indoor malls are popular with teens not only
-4^- for shopping, but also for socializing. The
first enclosed mall is built in 1956 In 1992,
the Mall of America, the largest mall in the
U.S., opens in Minnesota.
Printed in U.SA © 2000 Jostens, Inc. 990382 (219!) lostens
Levi Strauss & Company Archives
Young Levi Strauss comes to America in
the 1850s and makes riveted canvas work
pants for California gold miners. When he
switches from canvas to blue denim, Strauss
unknowingly creates one of America’s
greatest contributions to fashion.
The Industrial Revolution brings mass-produced
textiles, standard clothing sizes and the first
ready-to-wear garments. In 1851, Isaac Singer

























Please join us for the
Celebration of light and Hope
College-Wide Christmas Party
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1999
Celebration of Light and Hope
Collegiate Church of Christ the Teacher
Blessing and Lighting of Trees
Outside Collegiate Church
Candlelight walk to Gildea Plaza for lighting of creche
Hors 'doeuvres and Dessert Reception, Visit from




Ball in the House, Boston Acappella Group
Rogers Center tor the Arts
Families and guests are welcome.
In support of Christmas Kids, please pick an item
from one ot the Giving Trees located in Gildea and the Library.
Unwrapped gifts will be collected at the party.
185
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Umass Lowell 53-55 L
St. Michael’s College 82-54 W
Pace University 54-68 L
Franklin Pierce College 71-75 L
Stonehill College 55-67 L
Umass Lowell 58-48 W
Gannon University 67-70 L
LeMoyne College 60-64 L
Bloomsburg 62-56 W
Assumption College 61-59 w
LeMoyne College 58-44 w
Bentley College 61-84 L
Bryant College 65-59 W
AIC 58-62 L
St. Michael’s College 71-62 W
St. Anselm College 63-64 L
AIC 69-68 W
Bryant 76-67 w
Bentley College 59-73 L
LeMoyne College 61-44 W
Stonehill College 56-77 L
Pace University 58-69 L
Assumption College 66-73 L
New Hampshire College 74-45 W
St. Anselm 52-54 W
Pace University 67-56 W
St. Anselm 75-48 W

















1999 Men's Basketball Overall Record 22:9
Opponent Score W/L
Adelphi University 63-71 L
Bloomsburg University 76-65 W
Umass Lowell 81-68 W
St. Michael’s College 61-75 L
Pace University 93-103 L
Stonehill College 78-62 W
New Hampshire College 85-71 W
University of New Haven 82-60 W
Florida Southern 58-64 L
Eckerd College 64-85 L
Assumption College 84-68 W
LeMoyne College 105-77 W
Bentley College 56-74 L
Bryant College 86-69 W
AIC 92-76 W
St. Michael’s College 95-76 W
St. Anselm 105-104 W
AIC 62-69 L
Bryant 96-79 W
University of New Haven 86-77 W
Bentley College 83-70 W
LeMoyne College 82-67 W
Stonehill College 90-81 W
Pace University 75-64 W
Assumption College 83-85 L
St. Anselm 100-95 W
Bryant College 86-65 W












1999 Hockey Overall Record 11:6:19
ODDonent Score W/L
Holy Cross 5-2 W
Boston College 2-7 L
St. Lawrence 3-5 L
St. Lawrence 1-3 L








Cornell University 3-2 w
PC 1-4 L
Providence 4-2 W
Boston College 0-4 L
Niagara 0-3 L
Minnesota State 4-1 W



























































































































6 NY Tech 16
9 Adelhpi 10
7 Liu C.W. Post 17
8 LeMoyne 9
14 LIU Southampton 13
18 N. Hamp. Col. 1
18 Assumption 2
27 AIC 3
16 St. Anselm 2
20 Bentley 6
16 Bryant 6





























1 LIU C.W. Post





















8 New Hampshire College
15 New Hampshire College
3 St. Anselm
11 St. Anselm
2 U. New Haven







7 LIU C.W. Post
0 Bloomsburg U.
3 Lewis University



































































Richard J. Santagati, Current President of Merrimack College
Interm president 1994-1995;Jjn^&grated in 1996
I
American Society of Civil Engineers
Executive Board
From left to right: Jamie Magaldi (Treasurer), Ethan Davis (V.P.),
Elizabeth Mainini (President), Paul Alunni (Secretary)
The Merrimack College chapter of the American Society of
Civil Engineers is a group dedicated to projects that relate hands
on experience to what is learned in the classroom. Projects such as
the Concrete Canoe, Steel Bridge, and community service projects
allow members to identify and solve engineering problems.
Brothers and Sisters United
BSU Seniors with president Santagati
Purpose and Mission
The sole purpose and mission for the incorporation of Brothers and Sis-
:ers United is to assist in the support and development of students of
AHANA Cultural Ancestry. The promotion of education and awareness
}f Diversity on the Merrimack College campus and Community will be
encouraged through the Development of Self-Esteem, Career Develop-
nent and a celebration of AHANA History. The Brothers and Sisters
United of Merrimack College is formed to assist the college in any efforts
directed at increasing admissions of AHANA Students. The develop-
nent of an infrastructure to provide support for a successful academic
and social life is our purpose and mission.
-Larry L. Merrit
Larry L. Merritt; Coordinator
of Cultural Awareness and
Membership
Membership into the Brothers and Sisters
United is open to any and all students re-
gardless of race, ethnicity, color, or creed.
A student need only be a full time or part
time student enrolled at Merrimack Col-
lege. Membership is open to faculty, ad-
ministrators, and alumni of Merrimack
College. Sudents desiring to become vot-
ing members of Brothers and Sisters
United hereto known as B.S.U., are re-
quired to be a full time student and must
submit an application.
Diversity
Above: BSU Freshman and Sophomore
Block Party; April 29. Left: President
Albi Vargas.
Class Council of 2001
The class of 2001 is a very strong one that has grown over the past
academic year towards being united, and its Class Council has worked
lard to provide a handful of great events.
We started off the year with a pageant for the men of the College,
entitled "Mr. Merrimack." It was a fun night filled with great men, lots of
aughs, and resulted in a Mr. Merrimack Calendar to keep the memories
)f the night alive. Later in the semester, the Class of 2001 co-sponsored
he Halloween Bash, which was a huge hit among those who attended,
"irst semester came to an end with a great party called the Holiday So-
:ial, when the Juniors and Seniors celebrated the close of the semester
md the upcoming holidays.
When second semester arrived, the Class Council of 2001 put on a
abulous Junior Formal, an amazing dance filled with many wonderful
people. The final event to wrap up a super Junior year was the Junior/
Senior Barbecue in Volpe.
Overall, it was a good year for the Junior Class, and there are defi-




Vice President: Katie Sullivan
Secretary: Maria Lanzerotta
Treasurer: Melissa Amato






The purpose of the newly formed Dance Club is to enhance the arts program at
Merrimack College by providing the student body with the opportunity to express their
creativity through dancing. Also, we aim to offer entertainment for the general public along
with the Merrimack community to display our talent and appreciation for the art of dance.
Members
Tina Cutuli (co-president) Janel Mootrey























It has been a pleasure and honor to help steer eMerrimack on a course to success as it takes its place among
Merrimack College's student organizations. However, this venture would not have been successful without the help
of several people and departments. I'd like to thank the offices on the Second Floor of Gildea (Student Activities &
Student Life). I will not name people because I am bound to forget someone who was a great part in helping
eMerrimack develop. Within our organization, I would like to thank the members whose interest made eMerrimack
possible. I would also like to thank my E-Board officers for doing their part in getting eMerrimack off the ground.
Most importantly, all members of eMerrimack owe a debt of gratitude to our advisor, Mary Noonan (Associate
Professor & Chair of the Computer Science Department) for being there every step of the way. Professor Noonan,
thank you for everything.
The future looks bright for eMerrimack. I hope that it continues to be that wray for it and its members as we
enter the 21 5,1 Century.
Respectfully,
Javier E. Zapanta; President
II Circolo Italiano
II Circolo Italiano is an organization
at Merrimack College that promotes Italian
Culture through dinners, trips, and movies.
During the 1999-2000 school year, II Cicolo
Italiano had many successful events, in-
cluding a ride on an authentic gondola
from Venice in Providence, Rhode Island,
dinner trips to the North End, sponsoring a
slush cart during Homecoming Weekend,
and movie nights. Movies that we saw this
year included, Life is Beautiful, and Ciao!
Professore!. The Club also sponsored a
logo contest. Congratualtions to Maria
Grgurovic for designing the winning logo.
Current E-Board memebers are President,
Rita C. Maus, Co-Vice Presidents, Maria
Lanzerotta and Michael Licchardi, Co-
Secretaries, Maryjane Puccio and Annalisa
Saia, and Treasurer, Rosangela Airo-
Farulla. Thanks to all the officers of the
club for all of the hard work that they did
this year. Special thanks to our advisor. Dr.





Shining Star: Pep Band and Dance Club
Advisor of the Year: Kathy St. Hilare
Program of the Year: Gay-Lesbian Awareness Week
Student Organization of the Year: M.O.R.E.
mmam
Merrimackan Yearbook
The Merrimackan Yearbook was created in the spring of 1950 to establish what would
be Merrimack's first yearbook. This would be a reminder to the graduating class of their four
years at Merrimack. Over the years the focus of the yearbook has changed from the graduat-
ing class to the years events for the entire Merrimack Community to enjoy.
This year as we enter the new Millenium, the Merrimackan Celebrates Volume 50 by
"Celebrating the Past and Looking Forward to the Future." We have brought you back not
only to the early days of the Merrimackan, but the college as well because this year is such a
milestone for everyone. With the new buildings going up all around us to new majors being
created, this is a time to look back on where we have come from and where we are going.
The goal of the staff this year was to give you a yearbook that celebrates our history and this
momentous year in all our lives. We hope as you look through the pages of the 2000
Merrimackan Yearbook, you will see all the hard work and dedication the staff has devoted
to give you a yearbook to remember.
This yearbook would not have been possible without the dedication of all the members
who have worked with me in putting this yearbook together. The 2000 Merrimackan Staff
consists of Jim Greeley, Advisor; Cindy Truesdale, Editor-In-Chief; Angela Kulesza, Manage-
ment Editor; Sarah Roth, Photography Editor; Lauren Berube, Clubs and Organizations Edi-
tor; Emily Canavan, Sports Editor; Kristen Ferraro, Residents and Commuters Editor; Nicho-
las Zakas, Senior Liason; Pamela Lambert, Katie Sutton, Johanna Kinkaid, and Amanda
Weaver.
To the entire staff of the Merrimackan Yearbook, thank you all for your continued dedi-





made up of five wonderful
people, Dan Flynn, Rachel
Eagan, Carol Kennedy,
Bryan Stone, and Katie
Sullivan. We make up a
group that ensures that the
M.O.R.E. spirit lives on!
We all strongly believe that
M.O.R.E. is one of those ex-
periences that everyone on
campus should take the op-
portunity to explore. The
M.O.R.E. retreat is based on
trust, respect, honesty, open-
ness, and friendship. The
success of the M.O.R.E. re-
treats of both the past and
future are based on the hard
work and kindness of the
M.O.R.E. family!!
Top Row: Dan Flynn and Bryan Stone. Bottom




The OnStagers Dramatic Society
Top Row: Meghan MacKay and Nate Ward. Bottom Row: Dave LeMay, Jess Burgess, Katheris Profis, and
Pam Bombara.
The OnStagers had another great season in 1999-2000! With the Fall play Specator Sport,
written by Steven Stuart Baldwin and directed by Jennifer Rodrigue, the OnStagers used a
great deal of the membership to shine talent both on and off the stage. Performed over two
weekends in November, the OnStagers enjoyed a sell-out crowd at more than three perfor-
mances. Equally exciting to the success of the play held in the Stevens Auditorium, Spectator
Sports's premier, never having been performed on stage before. Overall, Spectator Sport was a
huge hit, enjoyed by the college community and beyond.
In the spring, from April 6-9, the OnStagers made their debut in the Rogers Center for
the Arts in Guys and Dolls. A fun, fast-pased musical, Guys and Dolls utilized approximately
25 OnStagers on stage and the creative genius of more than 25 off stage. Directed by Paul
Goldberg with ingenious musical direction and choreography, Guys and Dolls made for an
excellent introduction of the organization into its new "home." Yet again, the talent of the
OnStagers shone brightly, leaving its audience clamoring for more.
Sadly, the OnStagers lost a great deal of its extremly gifted membership with the gradu-
ation of its beloved Seniors. The outgoing E-Board, made up of Seniors Nate Ward, Meghan
MacKay, Jess Burgess, Pam Bombara, and Katherine Profis, bid a fond farewell to the organi-
zation, but were more than happy to hand the OnStagers legacy over to another amazing
group of E-Board members. Words cannot express the joy, pride, and pleasure that they have
experienced as an organization this year, and they certainly look forward to many more
amazingly successful years to come. Best of luck to the OnStagers in 2000-2001
!
Outing Club
The outing club is an organization run by four Sophomores Presidents Christine
Malo, V P Julie Barnes, Treasurer Beth Lyons and Secretary Megan Walsh The
organization sets-up trips for the whole Merrimack community The biggest trip this year
has been the paintball trip^ Where ten students traveled to a near by paintball place and
spent the day having contest against each other
Right Choice Peer Health Educators
The Right Choice Peer Health Educators is a student organization focused
on encouraging and promoting student health. The peer educators volunteer to
attend a thirty hour training in August. The training includes topics such as drugs
and alcohol, stress, relationships, sexuality, and food issues. After the training
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Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity
Throughout this past year the brothers of Phi Kappa Theta have prided themselves in helping
the Merrimack College Community as well as the surrounding communities of the Merrimack Val-
ley and Boston.
Phi Kappa Theta in this past year alone has gone above and beyond themselves in contribut-
(
ing a helping hand anywhere possible. This year we held the Red Cross Blood Drive both first and
second semester. Also, PKT held its annual clothing drive to benefit the Salvation Army where we
collected over one hundred bags of clothes. The brothers of Phi Kappa Theta teamed up with the
sisters of Sigma Phi Omega in the fall to help the community of Boxford in building a playground
for their youth. Some of the brothers also visited the Lawrence Housing Authority where they
served Thanksgiving dinner to residents. We also visited the Greater Boston Food Bank and the Pin
Street Inn in Boston to help out with both serving and labor work. Plans are also in the making to
visit the Fidelity House or the Lazarus House.
Although PKT strives to help those around us, we do not forget how to have fun. Some of th<
brothers contributed their efforts and skills as members of the Orientation Committee. In the fall,
the brothers got together for a day at Canobie Lake Park in Salem, NH where we worked and serve*
lunch for the people that attended the Gillette Company outing and after had some fun in the
amusement park. We also had a team in the Volleyball Intramurals. The team did not do as well as
we would have liked, but it was fun trying. In October, PKT successfully defended our champion-
ship title in the Inter-fraternity Football Bowl. In February, the community of Merrimack was very
responsive to our annual Valentine's Day Flower Sale and in the spring the community had the
chance to Egg-A-PhiKapp in Gildea Plaza.
The brothers of Phi Kappa Theta would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone in the j.




Top to bottom, left to right: Mark Ouellette, Nate Ward, Ann Lane, Rachel Piola, Joel Boutin, Father
Joe, Maura Shaunessy, Katherine Profis, Krissy Nowell, Rachel Eagan, Kristen Mahoney, Jamie
Swift, Cara Kuminiski, Suzanne DiMack, and Jess Burgess
The Respect Life Club is a new organization founded this year. Our sole purpose and goal is
) help Merrimack's community celebrate and respect all stages of life, from the womb to the tomb.
)ur first mission to complete was to represent Merrimack at the annual March For Life in Washing-
)n D.C. in January. This March protests the famous Supreme Court ruling of Roe vs. Wade, which
\ade having an abortion legal in the United States. Many nations as well as states are represented
eery year. As a group of students, we were proud and honored to represent Merrimack at this
eaceful gathering celebrating life. We have faith that through this organization, Merrimack will
>rever be represented in Washingto D.C.
We also, through the guidance of Merri-Corps, have formed a partnership with the Lawrence
een Coalition, which is an organization to nurture the teenagers in Lawrence. Through this, we
ope to make enough of an influence in these young adult lives to prevent teen pregnancy and
rug/alcohol use as well as to promote the importance of education.
For a future program, we would like to work harder to close the generation gaps which has
?parated our society. In respecting all stages of life, we plan to bring the elderly of the surrounding
immunity back to campus to spend time with us in our everyday lives as well as us visiting them
n a regular basis. We certainly can learn much from them.
This organization has been very lucky in our membership. Advisor Fr. Joseph Farrell, O.S.A.,
imie Swift (Pres.), Matthew Varakis (V.P.), Cara Kuzmiski (Sec.), and Suzanne DiMack (Treas.), head this
rganization. Other members include Jess Burgess, Maura Shaughnessy, Katherine Profis, Mark
luelette, Nate Ward, Krissy Nowell, Rachel Eagan, Rachel Piola, Kristen Mahoney, Joel Boutin, Joe
educ, Paul Cavanaugh, Angel Dunn, Brian Bell, Kristine Jones, Carol Kennedy, Katie Sullivan, Lisa
arrott, Bryan Stone, and Mary Gallant.
Sigma Phi Omega Sorority
Sigma Phi Omega is one of three different sororities found at Merrimack College. We
are presently a small group of twenty-two active sisters. Since we are such a small group, we
are able to develop very close relationships with one another. By being a member of Sigma
Phi Omega, you are not just a sister, more importantly you are a friend. Through friendship
and togetherness, the sisters of Sigma Phi Omega are able to learn about each other and from
each other, making our college life a more comfortable and exciting experience. Along with
friendship and togetherness, we also put significant value on love, support, unity, and experi
ence.
Once you become a sister of Sigma Phi Omega, you are a sister for life, and as our
motto states, we will remain 'Together in Friendship Forever." Sigma Phi Omega is excited
to be working towards becoming a new chapter of the national sorority Zeta Tau Alpha. Un-
til then, as the sorority of Sigma Phi Omega continues to grow, we will proceed in holding th(
morals and values in which the sorority was founded upon.
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Student Association of Sociology
Student Association of Sociology gives any student who
is interested in Sociology the opportunity to explore and
integrate sociological aspects outside the classroom. We
believe this is an important part of our college experi-
ence. Through social activities and gatherings we all
will have the opportunity to meet new friends, have fun
;
and learn about others in ways that we may not have
without our involvement in S.A.S. Our goal for S.A.S. is
to allow each member to gain a significant role of leader-
ship and take on various responsibilities that will con-
tribute to a successful growth for both the individual
and the organization here at Merrimack and beyond
campus grounds.
Student Government Association
The school year of 1999-2000 was a year of saying goodbye and saying hello. The end of the
millenium also brought the end of the Executive Board of Tom O'Grady (Pres.), Alexis Dugan (Vice Pres. ),
Vleg McGilloway (Sec.), Peri Beltre (Treas.), and James Swift (Member-at-Large); and the passing of the
:orch to a whole new and young executive board made up of one junior and four sophomores. Others that
were leaving their legacy behind were Maura Shaughnessy, Parker Willard, and Rachel Piola. SGA 2000
would like to thank these people for their hard work and leadership for the past four years.
We would also like to thank those who have and will continue to work very hard to make Merrimack
i better place. The Freshmen are an energetic, bright group of eight consisting of Meg McFarlin, Shannon
Britsch, Tracy Cole, Krista Antonelli, Kelly Butterworth, Rich Mathews, Eric "Wally" Dawson, and last but
zertainly not least, Robin Williams (no, not the actor).
Mary-Kate Keyes, Rose Angela Airo-Farilla, and Kim Murphy wrap it up for the sophomore repre-
sentatives. The quiet and mature personalities come from Liz Howarth, Sarah Hevey, Eric Atkinson, Carol
Kennedy, Rob Buco, Keith Foisey (commuter) and Jimmy Johnson who represent the Junior Class.
Under the strong leadership of Dan Flynn (Pres.) and all the hard work put in by Cathleen Murphy
Vice Pres.), Jenn Caccavaro (Sec), Beth Pendleton (Treas.), and loud committee calls of Mary Zambuto
^Member-at-Farge); SGA will continue to grow.
In their first semester, SGA 2000 has supported the initiation of shining stars like the Dance Club and
:he Pep Band. We have connected with eMerrimack the new computer club, lucked out with the Irish
heritage Organization, and we will never forget the History Club. With open arms we have embraced the
beginnings of the Gay-Strait Alliance.
In the second semester, we sit by and. anxiously wait for the new Campus Center to be erected. And
ve will always be keeping an eye out for those who would like to be involved in the efforts of Student
Government.
Finally, a great big thank you goes out to our Advisor Maryellen Colliton. Along with being the
Associate Dean of Students, every Wednesday night she puts up with our endless chatter and laughter.
Mel, thank you from the bottom of our hearts.
As always SGA is on the lookout to make sure that Merrimack does not settle for second best, but to
zontinue for the stars. We will never forget you, Mot. Your friend Nad. PEACE!
-The members of the Student Government Association
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
"We're Not the Best Because We're the Biggest; We're the Biggest Because We're the Best."
For the past three years Tau Kappa Epsilon has set a standard of excellence at Merrimack College. Wh
are we? We believe in being well-rounded individuals. We have been named Fraternity of the Year for the pas
three consecutive years. We are the fastest growing fraternity on campus, doubling our size in the last thre>
semesters. We are R.A.'s. We are President's Ambassadors. We are Peer Academic Liasons. We are Merrimacl
|
Program Board members. We are Merrimack OnStagers. We also participate in many intramural sports as wel
as on the Merrimack Judicial Board.
Although we draw a great deal of pride through our involvement in campus organizations, philanthropy
|
and academics are what drive our chapter. We do exorbitant amounts of philanthropy through programs anc
j
organizations such as the Lazarus House, Habitat for Humanity, The Walk for Hunger, Afri-care, Lawrenct
Urban Youth Centers, volunteering at the Hennessy Elementary School in Lawrence as well as being heavily
involved with the Greater Lawrence YMCA. Aside from these organizations we volunteer annually for th<
Special Field Games during the summer. While running our annual TKE-in-a-Box, in which we live in a care
,
board box for three days, we raise money for the homeless of Lawrence.
In relation to academics, we consistantly have at least 15% of our active brothers making the Dean's Lis 1
every semester. We maintain these high GPA's through strict Membership Standards, as well as mandatory
Academic Assistance Programs for those of us who fail to excel in scholastics.
The future for TKE is brighter than ever. The Chapter is growing at an exponential rate as each semestei
passes. As our Chapter grows and becomes more diverse, the possibilities, opportunities and benefits of bein^
a member become endless. This places us in an even greater position to give back to the campus and th*
community in which we live. We have always considered ourselves the greatest fraternity on campus witf
much respect to the other Greek organizations however, now it seems our time has come to also be the largest
-Justin Perry, President
Theta Delta Chi Fraternity
The 1999-2000 school year has been a tremendous one for the brothers of Theta Delta
Zhi. On February 19, 2000, we finally completed the process of going national, and became
he newest charge of Theta Delta Chi Fraternity, the Chi Triton Charge.
The brothers also took the time this year to try and give back something to the commu-
lity. We helped the American Diabetes Association with their annual diabetes walk. We also
lelped the North Andover branch of the Special Olympics with a soccer tournament they
leld in the fall.
However, it has not been all work this year for the brothers. There were also the fun
imes. Especially the "Golf Cart" in the Merrimack Homecoming parade, and the TDX camp-
ng trip. This year has been a real "shocker" for everyone.
Finally, the brothers would like to congratulate all the new brothers who just got in, you
ire the future of our Franternity. And, also congratulations to all those graduating brothers
vho now have to get real jobs. Just as the torch has been passed from AXE to TDX, the new
generations of brothers will keep our beloved Fraternity alive.
-Brendon Sullivan, Corresponding Secretary
Theta Phi Alpha Sorority
Theta Phi Alpha was established at Merrimack College as the first national sorority on
September 18, 1993. Our foundation rests in Pride, Trust, and Equality which is the tie that
binds alumni, old and new sisters. Our current membership consists of 22 active sisters all oJ
whom are involved in various on-campus organizations such as Student Government, Class
Council, Orientation Committee, L.E.A.D., OnStagers, and many others. We also participate
in several philanthropies including the Lawrence Youth Center, Bread and Roses, and Alter-
native Spring Break. Theta Phi Alpha was named Sorority of the Year for 1998-99 and 1999-
2000.
Friends may come and go, but sisters are forever. Best of luck to our graduating se-
niors. We wish you laughter, happiness and love in the future. You will be missed, though
you will always be in our hearts and thoughts.
(Top L-R) Marv Zambuto, Mai McLaughlin, Melissa Amato
(2
nd L-R) Colleen Lancelotta, Kristy Marsh, MaryLee DeVylder, Kristina Crocker, Hilary Mason,
Katelyn Bailey, Cathleen Murphy
(3
rd L-R) Lynn Gaseidnes, Veronica Ionkoff, Marie DeSanto, Jen Hines, Sue Mele, Jill Cotter
(Bottom L-R) Jen Rivelli, Rachel Eagan, Ciara Sullivan, Nicole O'Neill, Meghan Connoly.
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Xi Lambda Psi Sorority
Xi Lambda Psi is a sorority made up of unique indi-
viduals with diverse personalitites, backgrounds, tal-
ents, and goals. The diversity makes the sisterhood con-
stantly change and the bonds stronger. The members of
Xi Lambda Psi are involved in a variety of activities both
on and off campus. As a group, they are hardworking
and dedicated to making a difference within the lives of







Above: Professor Kathleen Shine Cain
72, gives the address at the ASL brunch
on April 9, 2000.
Above: Patricia Leahy and Patricia Linehan smile for the camera. Above: Joe Kozda and Gerry Costello take time out of class for a
picture.
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Above: Joyce Caruso listens attentively. Above: Kathryn Coville and Andrew Weiner take a break from their classes to
smile for the camera.
Above: Maureen Joswick and Chris Liebke get ready for class. Above: Robert Collins, Patricia O'Leary, and Angela DiPietro are get-
ting ready to take some notes.
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Matthew Seed, a DCE student, prepares for class, Robyanne Cormier thanks everyone for the memories.
Carol Hay smiles for the camera. Denise Sylvain, Christine Belanger, and Dan Gau- Deborah Church is ready to start the disci
det wait patiently for class to begin. sion.
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Charles Fredette smiles for the camera! Prof. Joe Kelly takes time to smile for the
camera before his lecture.
Warren Kelly listens attentively.
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Vikki Scoggins listens carefully to the lecture. Prof. John Regan begins his lecture by writing on the board.
Tom Donahue listens as the lecture begins. Mary DeVylder, a DCE work study student, listens attentively.
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The Year in Review
A Publication for the Merrimack College Community
MERRIMACK COLLEGE RECEIVES $2.5 MILLION PLEDGE TO ESTABLISH THE
FRANCIS E. GIRARD SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE
Alumnus makes unprecedented gift
to College which will be used to
enhance and name the School of
Business and create third Endowed
Chair
Merrimack President Richard J.
Santagati recently announced that
the College has received a $2.5
million pledge to establish the
Francis E. Girard School of Business
and International Commerce. Mr.
Girard is a 1962 graduate of
Merrimack College and Chief
Executive Officer of Comverse
Network Systems based in
Wakefield, Mass., a subsidiary of
Comverse Technology, a Standard
and Poor's 500 Company and the
world's leading supplier of
enhanced services platforms to
wireless and wireline network
operators.
Mr. Girard's pledge to The
Campaign for Merrimack will be
used for several key initiatives
within the College's current
Business Division. Among those
will be the Francis E. Girard
Endowed Chair in International
Business; creation of a Technology
Auditorium which will be a fully-
networked center complete with
videoconferencing capability and an
endowment for technology
upgrades; creation of a Business
Teaching Resource Center to
strengthen teaching resources and
enhance Library offerings; further
internationalization of the Business
curriculum; enhancements to the
technology infrastructure to
accommodate the expanded
requirements for a variety of
technological improvements within
O'Reilly Hall; and new faculty
development resources.
"The tremendous impact that
Mr. Girard's generous gift to
Merrimack College will have is just
beginning to be realized. With this
new resource, Merrimack will
easily make the transition to
tomorrow's paradigm of a more
integrated curriculum and state-of-
the-art technology—features often
found only in MBA programs—in
response to the global explosion of
the Internet economy," said
Merrimack President Richard J.
Santagati. "We are extremely
grateful to Mr. Girard for his
personal financial commitment to
the College but more so for his
leadership and vision which will
benefit generations of Merrimack
students, our faculty and the
greater community. We are proud
to name our Business Division after
such an extraordinary individual."
Mr. Francis Girard's career
includes several high profile
positions within the
telecommunications and computing
industries. He has held top sales




been involved with many start-ups
throughout his career. He is also a
member of the International
Engineering Consortium as well as
a Director of the Mass.
Telecommunications Council. He
previously served as President and
CEO of Boston Technology and
now serves as Chief Executive
Officer of Comverse Network
Systems. He is a 1962 graduate of
Merrimack College, earning a
Bachelor of Science degree in
Business Administration. While at
Merrimack, Mr. Girard was
president of the SBK Fraternity,
editor of the College newspaper,
and Vice President of Student
Government. He is currently a
member of the Merrimack College
Board of Trustees.
Mr. Girard is the father of
three children and resides in
Ipswich and Boston, Mass.
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This semester the Merrimack
College community is fortunate to
have a visiting Augustinian scholar
among our midst. He is Fr. Donald
X. Burt, O.S.A. An accomplished
author, professor and lecturer, Fr.
Burt was also a member of the
Merrimack administration in the
1960s and 1970s.
He has published several
scholarly articles, 11 books and Fr.
Burt expects his twelfth book,
"Friendship and Society," to be
published sometime this fall. His
books generally fall into two
categories: popular reflectives on
Augustine based upon situations in
life; and those that are more
technical and deal with Augustine's
philosophies. So when does Fr. Burt
do his best writing? "Definitely
early in the morning," he says. He
is also known nationally for his
lectures in business ethics and
bioethics.
A native of Philadelphia, Fr.
Burt has been in the classroom for
the last 42 years. He's taught at St.
Thomas College in Miami, here at
Merrimack, and he recently retired
from full-time teaching at Villanova
University. He hopes now to be
able to concentrate more fully on St.
Augustine through his retreat
work, writing, and his preaching.
As the Visiting Scholar at the
Center for Augustinian Study and
Legacy this semester, Fr. Burt will
be available to faculty and students
for consultation and conversation
and he is currently teaching the St.
Augustine Seminar offered through
the Department of Religious
Studies. He also delivered a paper
at the Thagaste Symposium held
last month and offered an evening
of reflection through the College's
Alumni office. And at the invitation
of Dr. Joseph Kelley, Vice President
for Mission Effectiveness and
Spotlight On Fr. Donald Burt, O.S.A.
Director of the Center for
Augustinian Study and Legacy, Fr.
Burt is conducting a three day
seminar at St. Augustine's Parish
in Andover, where he is residing
and saying weekday Masses in
addition to Sunday Mass. It's
certainly a full schedule.
Fr. Burt entered the
Augustinian Order straight out of
high school. He was very familiar
with the Augustinians because he
had two older brothers who had
graduated from Villanova. He
went on to earn his Bachelor's and
Master's degrees in Philosophy
from Villanova and earned his
Doctorate in philosophy from the
Catholic University of America.
When Fr. Burt arrived at
Merrimack in the 1960s, he served
as Chaplain, Assistant to Fr.
McQuade, and he was running the
Financial Aid office. "The biggest
challenges in those days were
finances and recruitment of
students," says Fr. Burt. "The
school was just so new then." It
was during the '60s that the first
dormitories were built. Fr. Burt
took up residence in the dorms.
"In many ways, living with the
students in the dormitories was
wonderful because it was there
that the tightest relationships were
formed." There are students from
those years that Fr. Burt still keeps
in touch with, several of whom
ended up working for the Secret
Service.
Fr. Burt acknowledges that in
many ways the '60s were also a
sad time. "Commencement, which
is supposed to be a time of
celebration, would often be marred
by news that a classmate had been
killed in Vietnam," says Fr. Burt.
In 1967, Fr. Burt headed back
to Villanova to assume the position
of Dean of Arts and Sciences and
teach philosophy. After a few
years at Villanova and then St.
Thomas in Miami, Fr. Burt was
recruited to come back to
Merrimack as Dean of Humanities.
Later he became Academic Vice
President, a position he held until
1980.
"It's my hope that while I am
here at Merrimack I can get the
Augustinian view of the world
across to as many people as
possible. "What Augustine has to
say is just as relevant now as it was
back then," says Fr. Burt. "I try to
bring Augustine into everything I
do." He is glad for the opportunity
to be back on campus and to see
many of his old friends. "I taught a
good number of the alumni," says
Fr. Burt, "many of whom are now
grandparents." He also
acknowledges that the College's
size makes for a nice "homey"
atmosphere. "There's more of
chance to make individual
connections here as opposed to a
larger school," says Fr. Burt. And
he recalls the campus landscape in
those early years— there was only
one tree on the far side of O'Reilly
Hall. "Tilings are much different
now—the landscape is beautiful




TAKE PART IN PILGRIMAGE 2000
This past Saturday, the
Archdiocese of Boston kicked off
"Pilgrimage 2000," a seven-month
celebration of faith aimed at
Catholics ages 14-40, at Foxboro
Stadium. As part of Homecoming
Weekend, Merrimack College sent a
group of 50 students to the
celebration of faith. Pilgrimage 2000,
the focus of the archdiocese's
millennium celebration, is a
response to a call by Pope John
Paul II for the church to reach out to
young people. The event included a
"Jars of Clay" concert and the
celebration of Mass by Bernard
Cardinal Law, Archbishop of
Boston.
From October to April,
Merrimack students will meet in
small groups to discuss their faith.
The groups will meet 14 times, or
twice a month for one hour and
follow scripture-based lessons that
will examine questions of faith and
religion as they pertain to young
adults. Pilgrimage 2000 is scheduled
to end on April 29, 2000 with a giant




The Merrimack College Chapter
of Sigma Xi, The Scientific Research
Honor Society, inducted nine new
associate members this past spring.
The induction ceremony followed a
poster presentation of their senior
thesis research projects. Dr. Aubrey
Thomas, president, and Dr. Janine
LeBlanc-Straceski, vice president,
welcomed these students: Maria
Coviello, Matthew Desmond, Kari
Mansour, Gina Monteforte, Giao
Nguen, Sandra Pavao, Edmund
Scarfo, Heidi Tyrell and Quynh Vo.
The event was co-sponsored by the
Department of Biology. All of the
new inductees are biology,
biochemistry, health science and
sports medicine majors.
Editor's Note: In an effort to highlight the many wonderful academic initiatives
and programs here at Merrimack, we hope that our "In the Classroom" column can
become a regular Connections feature. Ifyou have news to share with us about
what's happening in your classroom, please contact the editor at ext. 5190 or
jfauerbach@merrimack.edu. We lookforward to hearingfrom you!
Merrimack Classroom Connects with Japanese Students
Dr. Raymond Shaw, Associate Professor of Psychology, has teamed up
with Cindy Lahar, Professor of Psychology, Faculty of Comparative
Culture, at Miyazaki International College, Miyazaki, Japan, in teaching a
course on the Psychology of Aging. The two professors are both teaching
this course in their respective colleges, and have created a web-based
bulletin board where their students can interact and discuss the course
material and related issues via posted messages or chat rooms.
During the course of the semester, the students will be discussing the
concept of Psychological Age and working on a questionnaire to assess it.
Psychological Age refers to a person's psychological capacity to deal with
new situations. Abilities that are relevant to Psychological Age are things
like memory, intellectual capacity, motivation level, and other aspects of
self-concept. While these are known to be important in the American
cultural understanding of aging, it is unclear what factors are important in
Japanese culture. The students will explore these issues in conversations
with each other, and then will collaborate on testing their ideas with real
participants in an informal study.
The students in Dr. Shaw's class at Merrimack also include six older
adults who were invited to attend through the Andover Senior Center.
These non-traditional students will also participate in the discussions with
the Japanese students. The older adult participants in the course bring
additional insight to issues facing older adults than what comes from Dr.
Shaw's traditional scholarly sources, and also expose the young adult,
traditional students to a greater variety of older adults than they might
otherwise encounter.
This is the second year that Dr. Shaw has had older adults in the
course. Last year's group taught Dr. Shaw and his younger students that
older adults prefer not to be called "senior citizens," however, this year's
group indicated that they didn't object to that term, and some preferred it
over last year's favorite "older adults." Both groups indicated that
"elderly" was not preferred. Another useful object lesson for the professor
and his students was observing first-hand that older adults often lead
active, interesting lives. They are active, eager participants in the course,
and often miss class because of the many demands on their time, defying
the stereotype of older adults being lonely, depressed and inactive.
WARRIOR NEWS
Merrimack's Lady Warriors
welcome back Ann Mclnerney of
Newton, Mass., former Merrimack
College assistant coach for
women's basketball and softball,
as the new Head Coach for
women's basketball, becoming the
fifth head coach to lead the Lady
Warrior basketball program.
"After completing a thorough
nationwide search, Ann emerged
as the unanimous choice, bringing
with her experience as a former
head coach and a former assistant
coach at two Northeast-10 member
institutions," said DeGregorio.
McLnemey, a graduate of
Assumption College, is the all-time
leading scorer in Assumptions
women's basketball program and
was voted the NE-10 women's
basketball Player of the Year in
1989.
After serving as assistant
coach from 1989-90 at Nichols
College, Mclnerney was promoted
to head coach and served in that
capacity from 1990-92. In 1992, the
Worcester, Mass, native joined the
Lady Warriors as assistant coach
for women's basketball and
softball, serving in that capacity
until 1994. She then accepted the
position of assistant coach for
women's basketball at Bentley
College.
Mclnerney, who joined the
College as of July 1, inherits a team
that lost only one senior this past
season. "I am thrilled to be coming
back to Merrimack and excited
about the opportunity," Mclnerney
said. "We have a chance to be a
pretty good team next year with
some of the young talent we have
coming back. I'm eager to get
started right away."
NATIONAL AUGUSTINIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
HELD A T MERRIMACK
Sixty-five young adults from across the country gathered on the
Merrimack campus for tire National Augustinian Leadership Conference
held July 2 -5. This first annual national conference followed last summer's
International Youth Conference held ur Germany. Those attendurg were
from California, Oklahoma, Illinois, Michigan, Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts, New York, New Hampshire, and Oregon, and are in some
way affiliated with the Augustmians through a college, high school or
parish. Eight Merrimack students, including recent grads, were among the
participants. On-campus coordinators were Fr. Joe Farrell, OSA and Sr.
Elaine Polcari, SSND. According to Fr. Joe, the conference was designed to
introduce young people to St. Augustine and to give them an opportunity
to share their own faith experiences and their experience of being connected
to an Augustinian school or parish. The weekend consisted of prayer,
reflection, and socializing — including a trip into Boston to watch the 4th of
July fireworks display over the Boston Harbor.
MAKING CONNECTIONS
Zenagui Brahim, Business Development Executive,
Corporate Education, was a speaker at the third annual
Algerian-American convention held in Boston in early July.
He is also the Vice President of the US-Algerian Chamber of
Commerce.
Members of Merrimack's Biology department will participate in an
intensive 10-week, faculty-directed summer undergraduate research











Josephine Modica-Napolitano, Angele Nalbandian, Mark Siracusa, Sue
Ellen Touma, Andrea Leonard, Dr. Larry Kelts, and Dr. Mark Birnbaum.
Missing from photo is Michelle Duong.
Jim Shuel, Executive Chef, Sodexho-Marriott, recently captured a second
runner-up prize in a national recipe contest sponsored by McCormick's
Flavored Oils. Chef Shuel's recipe was "Honey Teriyaki Steak and Salad
Sandwich."
Kathy Beal, Director of Marketing and Government Relations, was a
presenter and honoree at the 28th national assembly of the American
Association of University Administrators held in Philadelphia, Penn. The
convention's theme was "Looking to the Future: A Discussion of Major
Issues in Higher Education." Beal was awarded the AAUA 1999 Exemplary
Models of Administrative Leadership Award which recognizes
"outstanding examples of academic leadership that demonstrate creative
solutions to common issues in higher education."
COMMUNITY CELEBRATES OPENING
OF ROGERS CENTER FOR THE ARTS
Members of the Merrimack
community came together on
Friday afternoon, October 22, to
get a first look at the new Rogers
Center for the Arts. And the wait
was worth it. Faculty, staff and
students toured the building—
from the new McCoy Art Gallery
to the "Green Room" — and
enjoyed refreshments. Visitors
were highly impressed with the
design of the building as well as
the interior color scheme.
Later that evening, a
champagne reception was held for
those donors who purchased seats
through the College's "Take A
Seat" campaign, members of the
Rogers Family Foundation, the
builders and architects as well as
local elected officials. The Harry
Skoler Jazz band of Haverhill
entertained guests as did a harpist
who played just outside of the new
McCoy Art Gallery, which
currently features the works of
I3ert Yarborough. The evening was
a wonderful success according to
President Santagati.
The general public was invited
to tour the building on Sunday
afternoon, October 24. And the
crowds came. The three-hour open
house saw several hundred
visitors with positive reviews
coming from all those in
attendance. There were also
admission tours being held during
the open house so many
prospective Merrimack students
had the opportunity to be part of
the excitement. It's not too late to
sponsor a seat at the Rogers
Center. For more information
including how seats can
conveniently be sponsored using
payroll deduction, call Dick
Reming at ext. 5117.
K. C. Swallow, Dean of Science and
Engineering, studies one of Bert
Yarborough's paintings on display in the
McCoy Gallery with Pat Sendall, Associate
Professor of Management.
1999 YEARBOOK DEDICATED
TO FR. JOE FARRELL
This year's issue of the
Merrimackan yearbook is
dedicated to Fr. Joseph Farrell,
OSA, Director of Campus
Ministry. He served as advisor to
the 1999 Yearbook staff and it's
because of his unwavering suppor
and dedication that the Yearbook
Committee had such an easy
decision in selecting Fr. Joe.
"Fr. Joe has always been a
source of guidance and support fo;
all members of the Yearbook staff,
whether being present at weekly
meetings, identifying people in
pictures, or proofing pages before
going to publication," said the
Yearbook Committee.
WARRIOR NEWS
Michael Doneghey has been
named the assistant coach for men's
j
ice hockey. Doneghey played at
Merrimack from 1989-1993. While at
Merrimack, he helped lead the
Warriors to the Hockey East playoffs I
and was given the coaches award as I
a senior in 1993. Doneghey most
recently served as head ice hockey
coach at Fairfield University. In his
two years there, he was responsible
for bringing the program from the
Division III level to the newly-
formed Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference (Division I). Prior to that
(
he served as assistant ice hockey
coach at the University of New
Hampshire for one year and at
Hamilton College for one year.
Dr. Janine LeBlanc, Assistant Professor of Biology presented her work
entitled "Expression of a Xenopus hotnologue of myosin lmyr4 detected in
embryonic spinal chord by in situ hybridization" at the 39 th annual meeting of
the American Society for Cell Biology, held December 11-13 in Washington
D.C. Several undergraduate students, along with alumni from the classes of
97, 98 and 99, shared authorship.
Daniel O'Brien, Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering,
attended the 1999 Frontiers in Education conference held in San Juan, Puerto
Rico, November 10-13, 1999. Professor O'Brien was invited to present his
paper "Animated Solutions Using Mathcad8 - Convolution and correlation
Problems." The conference was sponsored by the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers.
Kevin Salemme, Director of Media Services, was invited to exhibit his
collection of hand-colored photographs at the Galerie Focale in Nyon,
Switzerland in the summer of 2001. The gallery, which is dedicated to
photography only, has also exhibited work by known photographer
Sebastiao Salgado. Kevin exhibited at this gallery in 1997 and at that time,






A Message from the Management Editor
As I look back and think about the many hours of work that went into the production of the 2000 Merrimackan,
I know that everyone will enjoy the final product. The 50th volume of the Merrimackan is something that the commu-
nity of Merrimack College can view with pride and dignity, remembering all of the events and memories of the past
year.
I wish to extend my congratulations to the Class of 2000, which brought the 50th Commencement ceremonies to
Merrimack College. Each and every one of you should be proud of all of your accomplishments at Merrimack College.
I know that in years to come, you will often look back at the many memories that Merrimack College has given you.
I would also like to congratulate the faculty and staff of Merrimack College. Each and every one of you has
made a lasting impression in the minds of each student here at Merrimack. What you teach to students will stay firmly
implanted in their minds as they go on life’s journey.
As the Management Editor of the 50th volume of the Merrimackan, it was my pleasure to oversee the layout of
the pages of the book as well as to answer any questions that the staff may have had about the production of the book.
At the beginning of the year, I had, in my mind, certain expectations for this yearbook. I am proud to say that the
dedication and support of this staff made it possible to surpass all of my expecations. , Thank you! \
To Cindy, Editor-in-Chief: Congratulations on a wonderful yearbook! Thank you for always being there to answer my
many questions. I am looking forward to working with you on the 51 st volume of the Merrimackan.
f
*
To Emily, Sports Editor: You are to be commended on your outstanding work. Thank you for working on the EN-
TIRE sports section. We could not have done this book without you.
To Kristen, Residents and Commuters Editor: Thank you for going around and taking pictures of the resident students
and the sometimes hard to find commuter students. I really appreciate all of your work.
To Lauren, Clubs and Organizations Editor: Thank you for organizing all of the pictures and write-ups for the many
clubs and organizations on campus. The yearbook would not be the same without this section.
To Sarah, Photography Editor: Thank you for taking many, many pictures for this yearbook. Your work will be
viewed by the many who look at this yearbook.
To the Staff of the Merrimackan: Thank you for attending the many meetings that were held throughout the year and
for working on the many pages of this book.
To Guy Garon, Jostens Representative: Thank you for always being there to answer my questions and the questions of
the staff of the Merrimackan. We appreciate all that you do.
To Jim Greeley, Merrimackan Advisor: Thank you for your support, dedication, and guidance. You have always been
there to help me out throughout this entire year, whether it pertained to the yearbook or to academics. You are always
there to support and guide the entire staff. Thank you!
In closing, I sincerely hope that everyone enjoys the 50th volume of the Merrimackan. I am looking forward to









As I write this message to you, it seems hard for me to believe that the 2000 yearbook is near
completion. My involvement with The Merrimackan began back in April of 1998 when I finally gave
in to Mike’s months of asking me to join the staff. When I joined, I would have never expected to see
myself in the position of Editor-In-Chief, but life is full of unexpected surprises and this is just one of
many that I have truly enjoyed. Taking on the position of Editor to an organization has definitely had
it ups and downs along the way. But when the ups outweigh the downs and a sea of photos turn into
pages, then you begin to see the reason you took this challenge in a different light. My journey down
the road towards becoming The Merrimackan Editor may have started off as a rocky one, having a
staff of only two students and a faculty advisor. But as the days turned in to weeks and the weeks into
months, a staff of very eager young freshman emerged ready to see what they could do to give the
Merrimack College community a yearbook to remember. As the Editor, my goal to the organization
this year was to turn the yearbook into a staff where everyone had a voice and everyone’s ideas were
heard. As for the Merrimack community, my objective was to kick off the millennium with an edition
to remember while at the same time commemorating our fiftieth edition. With the help of Angela and
Jim, I was able to accomplish my goal of making sure everyone had a voice. At the same time, with
the help of the entire staff, I was able to accomplish my goal to the community. Being the editor of
the yearbook has been a challenge I may not have seen myself doing when I joined the staff back in
1998. But when I look back on what I have been able to learn and oversee, it is an experience I would
repeat in a heartbeat.
This yearbook is the result of innovative and new approaches that were developed, while at the
same time keeping old ideas and traditions alive. Because although times have changed and editors
have come and gone, each of us leaves our mark on the yearbook and this was how I wanted to leave
my mark. This write-up would not be complete without thanking several key individuals who helped
make this book possible and helped make my life easier. First, I need to thank the Faculty and Ad-
ministration for all their help with gathering information and for taking the time to be photographed.
To the class of 2000, thank you for your ideas, suggestion and time. Jim Greeley, thanks for all your
ideas and support this year, but most of all thanks for believing in the yearbook and myself. You are
the best advisor a group could ask for. Angela Kulesza, well it’s done! Thanks for all your help this
year; I could never have made it through the year without your help. Emily, Lauren, Sarah, Kristen,
Katie, Johanna, Pam, Amanda, and Nick - thanks for all your help and enthusiasm; you made this
yearbook possible. Guy Garon. thanks for all your time and patience this year. I know the questions
may have seemed endless, but look what we have to show for it. Dianne, Kathy, Liz, Maryellen,
and Sandy - thanks for all your help this year, especially when it came to finding much-needed pho-
tos. Mike, thanks for all your support and encouragement you have given, but most of all thanks for
encouraging me to stick with it during the bad days. If it weren’t for you, I would not be writing this
message (which may have led to less stress this year - just kidding). Mom, Dad, and Michael -
thanks for always believing in me and for all your support over the years. I hope everyone enjoys
looking back on the first fifty years of the yearbook and looking ahead to what the future could bring.
We made it through the first fifty volumes. Here is to another fifty volumes of Merrimackans. In
closing, I just want to say I hope everyone enjoys this edition of The Merrimackan as much as I have
enjoyed putting it together, and I hope to see you all next year as we begin the 2001 Merrimackan.
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* This book is 352 pages all printed on 80# gloss.
* The front and back endsheets are #300 bluestone.
* The cover is design #573 enterprise with gold foil embossing.
* Mark Lawrence Photographer's of Haverhill provided many of the ser-
vices for Volume 50 of The Merrimackan including Senior Portraits, Opening
Convocation, Family/Homecoming Weekend, Administration Photos, Celebra-
tion of Light and Hope, Campus Scenery, Junior Formal, Spring Weekend, Senior
Events, Continuing Education, and they also provided an endless supply of film
which was used by the staff. v / C;
* Some of the Buildings and Scenery photos were taken by Purdy-Vantine
Studios for the college's fifith anniversary in 1997.
* Welcome Week photos were taken by Dianne Spatafore, Director of Stu-
dent activities, and Fr. Joe Farrell, Director of Campus Ministry.
* Pictures of Co-op Appreciation Dinner were taken by Phil D'Agati.
* The Offices of Student Activities and Student Life provided photos for
Jimmy Buffett Night, Winter Weekend, Orientation, Leadership Symposiam,
MPower Weekend, Homecoming, Town House Christmas Decorating, Senior
BBQ, and Senior Cruise.
* Ad to Grad photos were supplied by parents of the Class of 2000.
!
/
* Clubs and Organizations submitted their own photos. /
* Photos of MORE Retreats, Stepping Stones Retreat, and Alternative Spring
Break were supplied by Campus Ministry.
* Volume 50 of The Merrimackan was Published by Jostens Publishing
Company. With an extra special thanks to our Jostens Representative Guy Garon
for all your support. Thanks for everything. / i /
* Special thanks to Alumni Michael Potvin and Phil D'Agati for all your






* Members of the 2000 Merrimackan Staff includes Jim Greeley, Cindy
Truesdale, Anglea Kulesza, Emily Canavan, Sarah Roth, Kristen Ferraro, Lauren
Berube, Katie Sutton, Johanna Kinkaid, Pam Lambert, Amanda Weaver, and
Nicholas Zakas. / . V




